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Sport and sound art
First, interested in the arena-like shape and atmosphere of this kind of space, 

the sound of physical activity includes in its foundation the logic of the whole 

thing: the sound of many sports, in particular that of ice hockey is a good 

“signature” of what happens in the various actions themselves.

Then, we felt something like a representation of a human kind: the tragedy of 

the body. And probably parallel to this idea, the question of inutility is 

something we feel close in our artistic work.

Composition
Linking body / movement / place / sound: a site-specific sound composition 

comprised of only sporting activities.

How can the technical and the narrative aspects of our work be contained in 

one process?

We thought that composing with very different kinds of spaces, from the close 

up to the ambient field, from contact mics on the ice itself to the couple of 

condenser mics aiming the whole space, would provide one of the main 

directions in the way we record. We also decided to use human voices as 

strong points (signifiers) throughout the duration (climax / borders / limits / 

holes/ etc.).

Editing and composing with such a complex, “ready made” and structured 

material, we attempted to follow / respect any form of time logic, creating 

“sound art” through the occasion of ice hockey. How far can we go without 

falling into a pure documentary process, with the kind of form and narrative 

one is supposed to find in that genre?



Information 

Searching for a location in Paris, Christian Leclerc, a ice hockey player, 
accepted our concept/project in Saint-Ouen's ice rink 

During two training sessions, both divided in several parts - from exercices to 
a short match, we fit them into the grid of the 24+1 concept : for example 
synchronizing the main changes with whole minutes and the extra minute (+1) 
sums up the 24 other minutes (according to all parts)

Recordings sessions : february 2005
Mixing : march 2005 - august 2007
Mastering : september 2007

Contacts 
eric la casa             http://ascendre.free.fr/
jean-luc guionnet   http://www.jeanlucguionnet.eu/



playlist Duration Total

01. Preliminary zone 01:00 01
02. Training : slapshots 01:00 02
03. Slow whistles 01:00 03
04. Shots on the goal 02:00 05
05. Breakaway 01:00 06
06. Out of bounds 01:00 07
07. From players bench 01:00 08
08. Charging 02:00 10
09. Interference 03:00 13
10. Hard shots 02:00 15
11. Tight turns 01:00 16
12. Cause and effect 01:00 17
13. Time out 01:00 18
14. Match : hot spots 02:00 20
15. Overtime 02:00 22
16. Ice surfacing 02:00 24
+
17. Pile-up 01:00 25


